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Brush Deburring with Limited Floor Space: Custom Tri-Ten
The Problem
A long-time Abtex customer,
manufacturing a wide range of
parts for the automotive industry,
needed to deburr 480 ground
fineblanked parts per hour in
very little floorspace.

The Solution
Abtex customized a solution based
on its proven and popular Tri-Ten
deburring technology, and designed
an innovative parts-handling system
using robotics and a revolving,
circular table to conserve space.

The Details
The Tri-Ten uses three 10-inch nylon
abrasive filament brushes under a
moveable planetary head. Each brush
can spin either clockwise or counterclockwise at up to 1500 RPM.
The planetary head also moves to align
the brushes with each burr without
affecting part geometries.
A Fanuc, six-axis robot moves parts
from an inflow conveyor to an Abtexdesigned, non-magnetic circular table
containing 14 “nests” that secure the
parts for deburring. The robot then
transfers deburred parts to an outflow
conveyor to be rinsed and moved
to the next manufacturing station.
The Tri-Ten itself takes up only
12 square feet of floorspace.

The Result
The customer is now deburring
480 parts per hour and has the
capacity to double that volume with
no equipment modifications because
of Abtex’s innovative design.

Major Components
A Tri-Ten Planetary Head with
three 254mm (10”) nylon abrasive
filament brushes.
A “wet” frame, with all areas in contact
with coolant made of stainless steel.
Other metal components are electrolessnickel-plated for improved life and wear.
Compact footprint — only 12 square feet
of floorspace.
A continuously moving, variable
speed, rotating 600mm (24”) work
table, Blanchard ground on both sides
and carrying up to 14 removable/
reconfigurable nests.
Option of either Manual or Auto mode.
In Auto mode, Tri-Ten automatically
compensates for brush wear, optimizing
consumable cost and brush life.
Brushes capable of 500 - 1,500 RPM;
planetary head capable of 10 - 150 RPM.
Brush direction and head direction
are independent.
Proven Allen Bradley control system.
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